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ABSTRACT: Resume-ranking software is a type of recruitment software commonly used by recruiters to sift through resumes,                 
and to select the top resumes to help employers find the “best” candidate for job placement. The creation of such software                     
can reflect biases rooted in society, such as gender and racial biases if they use naive algorithms or are trained on biased                      
data. For example, the ranking algorithm used might be influenced by traditionally gender-biased words in resumes,                
inadvertently contributing to implicit gender bias. In our research, we explore how the ranking of resumes on popular hiring                   
websites such as Indeed.com and eightfold.ai, can be influenced by potential implicit biases using two methods: first analyzing                  
the gender-tone of the most common words in the highest-ranked and lowest-ranked resumes, and then examining the                 
relationship between the inferred gender of the resume, as determined by the % of masculine words, and the rank of the                     
resume. Our results demonstrate that, in order to avoid gender bias, algorithm designers must take specific steps to avoid                   
unintended biases, such as making sure that all weighted factors reflect the impartial assessment of every applicant, as well                   
as avoiding clearly biased training data. As automated recruiting software is becoming increasingly prevalent among               
employers, our results provide useful guardrails to avoid algorithmic untrustworthiness, and how we as a society can move                  
toward eliminating implicit biases in automated resume scanning software. 

RESULTS SUMMARY: To analyze resume masculine word-percentage and result rank, we used scatter plots to visualize the                 
distribution of resumes that we studied. For each hiring website that we studied, we applied linear regression to find a line of                      
best fit for percentage of masculine words versus rank. We then calculated the mean squared error for each percent decile of                     
masculine words. For Indeed.com, we found that there was no correlation between percentage of masculine words and rank                  
of resume. For the number of feminine and masculine words, we created bar graphs to compare the number of feminine vs                     
masculine words in the bottom ten ranked resumes and top ten ranked resumes. After performing statistical tests on the                   
results, we found that the differences between the number of male and female words were relatively close for all job titles,                     
differing only by a few points. There was not enough evidence (χ2 = 1.799, p = .179833; χ2 = 0.633, p = .426257) to suggest                         
that there is a correlation between the difference of masculine to feminine words and being in the highest ranked and lowest                     
ranked resumes. Thus, our research suggests that Indeed’s algorithm is not impacted by an implicit gender bias. However,                  
our data set, being only five hundred resumes and from only five careers, is limiting and thus is an indication of the type of                        
results we are able to produce with our methods. We plan to use similar methods to look into algorithmic bias in other software                       
to further investigate the issue.  



 

 
BACKGROUND 
Bias in Algorithms 

As the world becomes more technology-driven,      
algorithms are replacing humans in terms of       
decision-making. With the increase in artificial      
intelligence-based algorithms, algorithmic bias is     
evolving to be increasingly prevalent. Algorithmic bias is        
best described as systematic errors that result in unfair         
outcomes, favoring one group of users over another.1        

There are countless examples of how algorithmic bias        
has affected everyday users of systems. COMPAS, an        
algorithm commonly used by the government’s justice       
system, predicts the likelihood of a criminal repeating an         
offense. However, studies have revealed that this       
system is racially biased, as it consistently determined        
that black citizens pose a higher threat than white         
citizens do.2 Also, in the field of facial recognition, it has           
been shown that some facial recognition algorithms       
perceive white, male faces with a higher degree of         
accuracy than people of color.3,4 Given the pervasive        
nature of algorithms today, it is imperative to conduct         
further research to study bias in these algorithms.5 

 
Implicit Bias 

Although most algorithms do not incorporate      
demographic or gender information directly as a factor        
when calculating results, the outcomes may be affected        
by biases that may emerge implicitly. Implicit bias is the          
unconscious attribution of a particular characteristic to a        
particular demographic of people. For example, when       
one hears the word “compassionate,” one might be        
more inclined to think “female” rather than “male.”        
Furthermore, a 2002 group study found that implicit bias         
could contribute to a weaker association between       
women and math.6 Although unintentional, implicit bias       
in decision-making algorithms can be damaging towards       
equity. 
 
Gender Bias 

The issue of gender discrimination has been a        
controversial topic for centuries. From issues ranging       
from the wage gap to gender stereotyping, many have         
lamented the inequities against women in our society. In         
a study that examined Amazon’s hiring software, it was         
discovered that the word “woman” in a resume        

decreased the applicant’s chance of being hired.7 Such        
discrimination against one particular gender must be       
prevented in order to ensure that all groups are treated          
fairly. 

 
Related Work 

Resume-ranking algorithms were previously    
analyzed in a 2018 study8 in which researchers        
evaluated the impact of gender on ranking. The authors         
evaluated the ranking algorithms in terms of both        
individual fairness (which means that those with similar        
features/qualifications are ranked similarly) and group      
fairness (where there is a similar distribution of rank         
among male and female). Additionally, they evaluated       
whether the algorithms utilized gender, determined      
based on the applicant’s first name, in any way to          
organize its results. They discovered a slight unfairness        
for feminine candidates — females appeared at lower        
ranks. However, they also observed that the ranking        
software did not explicitly use gender as a factor in their           
regression, so any bias must be a reflection of         
“structural gender inequalities that are embedded in the        
raw data.”  

 
INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world of hiring, qualified candidates are a         
necessity. As the hiring process evolves with the        
exponential growth of the internet, the use of algorithms         
to expedite the process has become increasingly       
widespread. According to LinkedIn’s 2018 Global      
Recruiting Trends, sixty-four percent of recruiters use       
data and algorithms to locate and select candidates.9 

Hiring software are designed to help eliminate bias        
in the hiring process by having computers select        
candidates rather than humans; however, this can lead        
to unintentional algorithmic bias. In the aforementioned       
study8, Amazon reportedly used an artificial      
intelligence-based recruitment algorithm to expedite the      
hiring process but was forced to abandon the algorithm         
after recently realizing that the algorithm had a        
significant bias against women.10 Other studies find race        
discrimination to be a prevalent issue in the workplace.11         
It is only fair to select candidates solely by qualification,          
and therefore this implicit bias is unjust to applicants.         
When the outcomes of such unfairness can potentially        



lead to devastating impacts on the lives of a vast          
number of individuals, it is imperative that the disparities         
be thoroughly studied and that solutions be proposed to         
prevent future biases. 

Indeed.com12 (now referred to as Indeed) is an        
employment-focused search engine that offers a      
platform for job seekers to upload resumes and for         
employers to access resumes, post jobs, and contact        
candidates. We chose to analyze Indeed because it is         
the world’s most frequently used global job site, in terms          
of the number of total visits as of February 2016,13 and is            
used by major companies such as Paypal, Tesla, and         
Cloudera. Employers can utilize Indeed’s search engine       
to quickly locate resumes of potential candidates       
through a specified search query, usually a job title. As          
employers are likely only to assess the top resumes that          
show up during their search, the order in which the          
resumes appear greatly affects the candidate’s chances       
of being considered for the job.14  

As mentioned in “Related Works,” research has       
been conducted to show that commonly used resume        
ranking software avoid looking at the names of        
candidates in an effort to avoid any explicit bias towards          
a certain gender.8 However, in our research, we delved         
into potential implicit bias Indeed’s search ranking       
algorithm may possess through unintentionally favoring      
words used in resumes that are associated with certain         
genders, leading to the higher ranking of that specific         
gender.  

 
Defining Fairness: Equal opportunity 

Our experiment dealt directly with implications of       
bias in decision-making artificial intelligence such as       
hiring software, so clear-cut definitions for bias and        
fairness were necessary to determine whether Indeed’s       
algorithm displays bias. The type of fairness we        
identified to be the most relevant to our experiment is          
equal opportunity. Equal opportunity establishes     
fairness as a state where, regardless of gender, race, or          
other non-merit factors, applicants who are deserving       
and qualified will have an equal chance of receiving         
admission. In terms of our experiment, applicants who        
are the most qualified should be ranked higher on         
Indeed, regardless of their gender. We defined bias as a          
state that violates this fairness, where non-merit factors        
such as gender affect the ranking of a job applicant.          
Consequently, our research examined whether the      
non-merit factor of inferred gender affects the rank of a          
resume.  
 

METHODS  
Data Collection 

We conducted our experiment with real resumes       
from the San Francisco Bay Area generated by Indeed’s         
search engine. After creating an account as an        
employer to get full access to resumes, we manually         
compiled a list of 500 resumes, with the top 100          
resumes each from 5 distinct job titles — software          
engineer, nurse, medical assistant, electrical engineer,      
and financial analyst — in an effort to analyze how the            
description of a job would affect the algorithm’s gender         
bias. Since employers are likely to only consider the top          
100 resumes as potential candidates,8,14 we believed       
that obtaining 100 resumes for each job is a sufficient          
sample population of the online hiring market from a         
recruiter’s perspective. We compiled our data on a        
Google Spreadsheet and recorded the rank, title, name,        
inferred gender (based on analysis of gender-toned       
words), education level (PhD, Master’s, Bachelor’s,      
Associate’s, Associates, etc.), location in terms of city,        
resume text, and percentage of male connotation of the         
resume (calculated by running gender word analysis).       
To ensure that we only used resumes that could be          
analyzed, we also indicated that a resume was “empty”         
if the applicant had not written any original words or          
description in the resume, so we could eliminate these         
resumes from our analysis. We then proceeded to use         
two methods to determine whether Indeed’s algorithm       
possesses an implicit gender bias: examining the       
percentage that each resume was masculinely toned       
and analyzing the gender-tone of the most common        
words of the top ten and bottom ten resumes of the           
search. 

 
Inferring Gender Based on Male-percentage 

In a 2011 study, researchers combined lists of         
“agentic and communal words” and feminine and       
masculine trait words to obtain a list of gender-coded         
roots. The research paper identified certain word stems        
that were traditionally femininely or masculinely toned:       
examples include the stem “domina,” which was       
determined to be masculinely connotated and the stem        
“emotiona,” which was determined to be femininely       
connotated.15 We iterated through each word of the top         
and bottom 10 resumes and counted the male-toned        
and female-toned words that appeared. Since many       
resumes contained words that were femininely and       
masculinely toned, we decided that inferred gender       
would essentially be how masculine the resume was,        
determined by a by a scale from 0 to 1 (0 being entirely             



feminine and 1 being entirely masculine), which was        
calculated by dividing the number of masculine words        
by the total number of gendered words in the resume.          
By running each resume through our algorithm, we        
found each resume’s male-percentage. Next, we      
analyzed the potential relationship between     
male-percentage and the rank of that particular resume.  

 
Regression Analysis of Male-Percentage and Rank 

We utilized linear regression to analyze our       
resumes. Using the data we collected, we first        
performed a linear regression analysis, plotting rank on        
the vertical axis and male-percentage on the horizontal        
axis as a scatter plot and found the line of best fit in             
order to obtain a visual of our data. We calculated the           
correlation coefficient of our line to determine its        
accuracy. We also used the model to predict rank based          
on input resumes and plotted this prediction against the         
actual rank of each resume. Then, we conducted a         
multi-dimensional analysis, with the parameters being      
male-percentage and education to calculate rank. This       
allowed a clearer understanding of how an objective        
standard of qualification, measured by education level,       
affects our hypothesis. The resulting graphs provided a        
visual analysis to draw conclusions from. 
 
Compiling and Analyzing  Most Common Words 

To find the similarities between the best resumes        
(top ten resumes out of the 100 ranked by the search           
engine) and bottom ten (last ten resumes out of the last           
100 ranked by the search engine), we built an algorithm          
to return the words in all of the resumes and how many            
of the ten resumes each word appeared in. To clarify, if           
a single masculine word appeared 10 times in one         
resume, it would only be counted once. It would be          
counted multiple times if it was in multiple resumes. The          
reason that we made this choice instead of having each          
instance count once was because we felt that nothing         
major changed if a word appeared more than once, and          
that word would skew the data significantly for no         
reason. We then proceeded to analyze the gender-tone        
of these words to determine whether the Indeed        
algorithm was implicitly biased. Once the data was set         
up, we did analysis regarding if there was an implicit          
bias in the difference between masculine and feminine        
words and whether it was in the top ten or bottom ten            
resumes. 

Similar to our previous method, we used our        
algorithm based on the 2011 study mentioned above15        
to find words associated with a specific gender. Since         

the website simply provides a dictionary of words with         
their associated connotations, we ran the most common        
words through this dictionary to determine the words’        
inferred genders.  
 
RESULTS 
Resume Analysis 

 
Figure 1. A scatter plot of the relationship between         
male-percentage and their respective ranks. As mentioned in        
the previous section, male-percentage is the percent of male         
words out of the total combination of male and female words,           
represented in decimal forms. This figure shows a line (with          
negative slope) for the scatter plot which, as later described, is           
not significant. 
 

To analyze trends regarding the male-percentage      
and rank, we first made scatter plots to illustrate the          
distribution. Figure 1 represents the corresponding      
ranks to certain male-percentages, excluding empty      
resumes, and the model uses linear regression to find a          
line of best fit. By looking at the individual points on the            
plot, we observed no clear correlation, and the slightly         
negative line has a mean squared error of 815.1,         
suggesting it poorly fits the data. 
 

Figure 2. A scatter plot showing the relationship between the          
male-percentage as decimal values and their respective rank,        
specific to the resumes collected as a result of the search on            
“Medical Assistant” resumes. 



 

Figure 3. A scatter plot showing the relationship between the 
male-percentage as decimal values and their respective rank, 
specific to the resumes collected as a result of the search on 
“Software Engineer” resumes. 

 

Figure 4. A scatter plot showing the relationship between the 
male-percentage as decimal values and their respective rank, 
specific to the resumes collected as a result of the search on 
“Financial Analyst” resumes. 

 
Figure 5. A scatter plot showing the relationship between the          
male-percentage as decimal values and their respective rank,        
specific to the resumes collected as a result of the search on            
“Nursing” resumes. 

 
Figure 6. A scatter plot showing the relationship between the          
male-percentage as decimal values and their respective rank,        
specific to the resumes collected as a result of the search on            
“Electrical Engineer” resumes. 
 

Due to possible discrepancies between the      
different populations of gender within their respective       
job searches, we narrowed the plot to match the         
aforementioned searches. To quantify the correlation      
between male-percentage and rank, we calculated the       
Pearson correlation coefficient for all displayed graphs.       
Surprisingly, there existed a significant negative      
correlation in the field of Electrical Engineering (0.25        
Pearson coefficient with a sample size of 94) with a          
p-value of 0.015, meaning that male verbiage       
association ranked better. However, other job      
descriptions show no such correlation with the highest        
value with positive correlation (0.161 Pearson coefficient       
with a sample size of 97) had a p-value of 0.115, which            
showed that there was no positive correlation (p ≤ 0.05          
in all cases) between the percentage of male-associated        
words out of total gender-associated words.  
 
 
 
Word Analysis 

 
Figure 7. The sum of the number of resumes that each word            
appeared for both male and female words in the 10 worst           
resumes (out of 100 resumes).  
 



 
Figure 8. The sum of the number of resumes that each word            
appeared for both male and female words in the 10 best           
resumes (out of 100 resumes).  
 

In Figure 7, out of all of the job titles, the           
difference between the number of masculine and       
feminine words never exceeded 10. The differences       
between the number of male and female words were         
relatively close for all job titles, differing only by a few           
points. There was not enough evidence (χ2 = 1.799,  
p = .179833) to suggest that there is a correlation          
between the difference of masculine to feminine words        
and being in the worst resumes, which implied that there          
is no bias.  

In Figure 8, again, both the masculine and        
feminine words were relatively close, suggesting no       
bias. There was, again, not enough evidence  
(χ2 = 0.633, p = .426257) to suggest that there is a            
correlation between the difference of masculine and       
feminine words in the best resumes, implying that there         
is no bias. 
 
 
 
 
DISCUSSION  
Discussion of Resume Analysis Results 

In the resume analysis, we looked for a        
correlation between the male-percentages and their      
respective ranks. During the process of plotting and        
cleaning the data, we used our previously explained        
“empty” section to remove the data. Additionally, some        
candidates returned 0 male-associated words and 0       
female-associated words. One might suggest we      
remove these from the data, however, we concluded        
that even without any gender association, they remain        
valid points; thus, we must consider them in our plots          
and regression. 

Other notable things about the individual job       
search graphs is that while remaining an ambiguous        

cluster of points, the overall shape of the graph varied,          
which can be attributable to multiple factors: 

1. The percentages of certain genders in their       
respective job field varied, thus, the      
representation of jobs in the top 100 must also         
vary. For example, in figure 5, many points        
clustered around 0% male, as the job search is         
nursing, which might require candidates to      
have skills that are traditionally considered to       
be female-associated. In figure 4, however, as       
explained in the Discussion of Word Analysis,       
the very word “analysis” is traditionally      
considered to be a male-associated word, in       
addition to the likely larger demographic of       
males in the position. In both cases, whilst not         
every gender association might be exactly      
accurate to their actual gender, they illustrate       
how certain jobs necessitate candidates to      
write using traditionally gender-associated    
words. 

2. Although extremely unlikely, there is a      
possibility that we received Indeed’s outliers,      
meaning at the time of data collection, we        
collected different resume data from what      
would usually be listed. If such unlikeliness       
were true, this would clearly explain the       
significant negative correlation in the Electrical      
Engineer job search.  
In conclusion, we have shown in the results        

that there exists no significant correlation between the        
male-percentages and their respective ranks throughout      
nearly 500 resumes, thus showing that there is no         
implicit bias discriminating against different word choice.  
 
 
Discussion of Word Analysis Results 

There were a couple of problems with our data         
that we had to manually address. First, we had to          
remove all masculine words that started with the root         
“analy” in the Financial Analyst job search because all         
resumes would use the word, which would skew the         
data. We also had to remove the word “Pleasanton,” the          
name of a city, from one of the resumes. The algorithm           
thought that it was a feminine word because it started          
with the root “pleasant” when it was actually a location.  

One thing that can be seen in the graphs is          
that for all jobs, except for “Electrical Engineer,” the         
Worst Resumes have more gendered words. This       
seems to imply that resumes that have less gendered         
words are given an advantage. However, we can’t        



conclude anything definitive as we would need to gather         
more data (more job searches) to determine if having         
less gendered words really does impact the resumes’        
rank. These could have been anomalies. 

One important thing to note is that the graphs         
did not represent the total number of male and female          
words in the top ten and bottom ten resumes in each job            
search, instead, it represented the sum of the number of          
resumes that the word appears in (in the top ten or           
bottom ten). In this analysis, we looked for a correlation          
between gendered words and their place. We found that         
there was no bias between having male or female words          
and whether it was ranked in the top ten or bottom ten.            
At least in the context of gendered words, there wasn’t a           
difference in the best and worst resumes, which means         
that there was no bias.  
 
Limitations 

The data that we collected might present a flaw         
as our group only collected a total of 500 resumes and           
only studied five job searches. Additionally, a small        
amount of our data was unusable because some        
resumes contained little or no information, which could        
(if kept) mislead the model. While it is likely that          
harvesting more data and rerunning our experiment       
would return similar results to our current results, the         
increase in the amount of data could make our analyses          
and results more thorough.  

In addition, the lack of transparency of Indeed’s        
algorithm makes it impossible to directly test for bias in          
the algorithm. This adds complexity, as we must use         
inductive reasoning to come to a conclusion that we         
cannot necessarily prove to be accurate. 
 
 
Implications 

Our evidence suggests there exists no implicit       
bias discriminating against the way certain genders       
write, so we propose that the Indeed hiring algorithm is          
fair. In addition, due to the fact that Indeed doesn’t          
explicitly use other factors like names to rank        
candidates, we can say that Indeed’s algorithm is        
impartial towards gender. Employers may utilize our       
findings to determine if automating hiring duties is a fair          
and effective way of locating employers. Thus, contrary        
to popular belief, Indeed (and possibly other resume        
ranking tools) could be more fair and consistent than the          
erratic nature of human employers.  
 
Future Steps: 

One suitable course of action that we advocate        
for is further study of additional parts of the hiring          
process that are being automated. For example, we        
must make sure that automated interview systems and        
targeted job listings aren’t biased against certain       
demographics. There exist a number of prominent       
software that are used by numerous companies to find         
and screen out applicants, in which bias could result in          
the loss of a job opportunity for qualified candidates. 

Furthermore, we advocate for studies     
regarding the fairness of the hiring process for different         
ethnicities. This will be especially difficult because there        
is not very much scientific literature on implicit bias         
against different ethnicities by automated systems. Yet,       
it has been shown by the National Bureau of Economic          
Research (NBER) that ethnic bias does exist in the         
hiring process; similar resumes with only different       
ethnic-sounding names received shockingly distinct     
feedback.16 Algorithms were expected to eliminate this       
human bias,17 but they too reflect the same biases that          
humans foster. 

As mentioned earlier, we also encourage      
others to replicate our study with more job searches         
(eliciting a larger sample size) to verify our results.         
Larger sample sizes would allow more precise results        
and narrower sections to be analyzed for a deeper         
understanding of Indeed's algorithm. 
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